Traditional farmers’ varieties: a valuable source of genetic variability for biofortification programs
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Abstract
Several studies underlined the superiority from a nutritional point of view of ancient varieties. In the last years the interest for landraces has been growing, for this reason preservation and valorisation of these genetic sources is very important. In particular these varieties are source of precious genetic variability interesting from a scientific point of view to preserve biodiversity but also for biofortification programs aimed to support small rural communities, where the particular maize germplasm has been developed. In this work we characterized from the nutritional point of view 13 ancient Italian varieties and one coming from Spain (Millo Corvo). In this pre-breeding work we demonstrate the nutritional superiority of ancient varieties compared with modern hybrids. In particular Spinato di Gandino is the best variety for milling properties and for oil, protein, and total phosphorus content; Storo is the best variety for calorific value and for carotenoids and free phosphorus content. Using these varieties in the next future we will start a bio-fortification program aimed to obtain new populations with improved yields and high nutritional value.
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the first reports regarding the utilization of corn date from 1600 in the North East where it was adapted to the climatic zones of cultivation (Brandolini 1958; Brandolini and Brandolini 2009). The hybridization during cultivation of these corn sources in different environments led to the establishment of many local varieties that under different photoperiod, temperature, humidity and altitude allowed the constitution and the differentiation of local European varieties and landraces (Brandolini and Brandolini et al. 2009; Eschholz et al. 2010). During this process the work of selection was kept from farmers, in fact they maintained landraces as open pollinated populations, creating a collection of corn plants with high heterozygosity and heterogeneity, which represented a very important source of variability and alleles with high adaptation to the local environments (Lago et. al 2015).

After World War II the introduction of mechanized farming practices and the utilization of dent hybrids which were much more productive, mainly for animal feed, led to the gradual disappearance of local varieties and thus to the loss of the valuable alleles they contained (Brandolini and Brandolini 2009). Fortunately, in more recent years many efforts have been made to recover and preserve the genotypes of the old varieties: in Italy the main maize collections are preserved ex situ at CREA Research Centre for Cereal and Industrial Crops located in Bergamo, and in the germplasm bank of the University of Milan located in Landriano (PV).

In this work, after a pre-breeding activity, we studied the nutritional value of fourteen traditional varieties typically used for the production of polenta, comparing these varieties with modern hybrids to find those with valuable properties that could be part of future bio-fortification breeding programs. In particular we assessed their nutritional value for several parameters (calorific value, oil, protein, mineral nutrients, carotenoids content and the repartition between free and total P).

Our results led us to plan a breeding program aimed to obtain neo-synthesis populations with increased nutritional properties for the production of polenta and others typical dishes.

**Materials and Methods**

**Plant Material**

We collected 14 ancient varieties: Nostrano dell’Isola, Pignoletto di Tortona, Cinquantino, Bianco Vitreo, Marano, Storo, Cinquantone, Scagliolo, Bianco Perla, Spinato di Gandino, Ottolile Tortonese and Ottolile, maintained in the gene bank of the University of Milan located in Landriano (PV), Italy (N 45°18’00, E 9°15’00), Nero Spinoso and Millo Corvo sampled directly from the farmers, at Esine (Italy) and Spain respectively (Fig. 1). For all the genotypes tested we performed three cycles of massal selection (seasons 2014-2015 and 2016): about 200 seeds were sown in adjacent rows, under the same agronomic conditions, with B73/MO17 as control. The analyses were performed on the materials harvested on 2017: about 70 ears of each variety were shelled and the seeds obtained mixed to create a single bulk used for the determination of the nutritional value.

**Conservation and propagation of local varieties in open field**

To preserve local varieties we performed controlled pollination to maintain the mechanic isolation of these varieties. Using paper bags we performed sib pool pollination taking pollen from several plants and bulking it (Fig. 2). Then we put the bulked pollen on the ears of different plants of the same population.

**Milling**

Flour samples were obtained using a ball mill (Retsch MM200, Retsch GmbH Germany), and seeds were ground for 5 min at 21 oscillations s⁻¹.
Dry seed weight

Dry seed weight was calculated after weighing 50 seeds per genotype in three replicates, after drying for 48 h at 70 °C.

Bromatological analysis (calorific value, crude protein and ether extract)

Calorific value measures and chemical analyses were performed using approximately 50 g of seeds for each genotype. Gross energy value was determined using an adiabatic calorimeter (IK 4000, Staufen, Germany). Chemical analyses were performed according to AOAC standard methods (AOAC, 2000), milling and analysing the samples for dry matter, crude protein and ether extract (oil).

Determination of free phosphorus in seeds

50 mg seed flour were extracted with 2 mL 12.5% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) 25 mM MgCl₂ solution (three replicates for each sample). The solutions were mixed and kept in agitation for 30 min at room temperature before being incubated overnight at 4°C. Free phosphorus in the extracts was determined spectrophotometrically through the colorimetical Chen assay (Chen et al., 1956). Four solutions, containing respectively 0.62, 1.24, 2.48, 3.72 μg/mL atomic P were prepared using a 2 mM Na₃PO₄ solution: 1980 μL, 1960 μL, 1920 μL and 1880 μL of a freshly prepared Chen’s reagent (distilled H₂O, 6 N H₂SO₄, 10% ascorbic acid and 2.5% ammonium molybdate in the ratio 2:1:1:1, v/v/v/v) were added to 20 μL, 40 μL, 80 μL and 120 μL of a 2 mM Na₃PO₄ solution. 2 mL Chen’s reagent was also used as the blank and 1800 μL were added to 200 μL of each extract collected after centrifuge, to reach a final volume of 2 mL. All the solutions were agitated and incubated at 50 °C for 1 h before reading. The absorbance of the mixture reaction was measured at 650 nm. Free P concentration was calculated according to the standard curve.

Determination of ionomic content (P tot, Ca, Fe, Zn) in maize flour

For the determination of elements of interest, 0.3 g of maize flour samples were digested by a microwave digester system (Anton Paar MULTIVAVE-ECO) in Teflon tubes filled with 10 mL of 65% HNO₃ by applying a one-step temperature ramp (at 210°C in 10 min, maintained for 10 min). After 20 min of cooling time, the mineralized samples were transferred into polypropylene test tubes. Samples were diluted 1:40 with MILLI-Q water and the concentration of elements was measured by ICP-MS (BRUKER Aurora-M90 ICP-MS). An aliquot of a 2 μg/L of an internal standard solution (72Ge, 89Y, 159Tb) was added both to samples and calibration curve to give a final concentration of 20 μg/L. Typical polyatomical analysis interferences were removed by using CRI (Collision-Reaction-Interface) with an H2 flow of 93 mL/min flown through skimmer cone. Average values regarding Ca, Fe, Zn were expressed as μg/g seed flour; values regarding P were indicated as mg/g seed flour.

Carotenoids extraction and quantification

3 mL of extraction buffer (acetone, methanol, hexane 1:1:1) were added to 0.25 g seed flour in 15 mL tubes (four replications for each sample). The samples were vortexed and left in agitation in ice for 30 min, vortexing them again every 10 min. 1 mL nanopure water was added to each sample, then the samples were vortexed and kept in agitation 5 min before centrifuge (3000 rpm for 10 min). 1 mL non-polar phase was collected and filtered through a 0.22 μm syringe filter. The extracts were conserved at -20°C in the dark until reading. 1.8 mL extraction buffer (acetone, methanol, hexane 1:1:1) was added to 200 μL extract (dilution 1:10) to obtain a final volume of 2 mL. The extraction buffer was used as blank. The absorbance was measured spectrophotometrically at 450 nm using glass cuvettes. Carotenoids content was calculated according to the standard curve obtained using five lutein solutions (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 μg/mg). Standard deviation was calculated.

Informatic tools

Microsoft Excel® was used to collect data, SPSS® was used to perform one way ANOVA on sampled data and SIGMA PLOT® was used to obtain graphs.

Results and discussion

In Italy the use of corn in agriculture dates back to the second half of the sixteenth century, since when the adaptation to different environments together with human selection led to the diversification of hundreds of landraces (Messedaglia 1924; Brandolini and Brandolini 2009).

These varieties were characterized by low yields, when compared with modern hybrids, but had considerable phenotypic and genetic variability that led to yield stability (Liu et al. 2003; Vigoroux et al. 2008; Warburton et al. 2008; Mir et al. 2013). At the end of the II World War these farmer’s varieties were replaced by modern hybrids. Nowadays a renewed interest for these traditional varieties is growing, determining the selection of varieties for producing many typical dishes.
Determination of the nutritional value of 14 traditional maize varieties

such as polenta in Italy and pap in South Africa (Zeppa et al. 2012, Cantaluppi et al. 2017). Moreover, maize is really important in our diet, in particular for the health benefits due to the ingestion of a matrix rich in organic compounds and minerals (Messias et al., 2015; Hansch and Mendel 2009, Liu 2007). Thus, while productivity remains the major target for breeders, in the future it will be important to focus on grain quality (Messias et al., 2015). For these reasons the study of landraces genetic diversity is a prerequisite for efficient conservation and management and effective use of landraces in breeding programmes (Newell-Mcgloughlin et al., 2008; Cakmak, 2008; Newton et al., 2009).

To pursue this aim we collected 12 local farmers varieties from CREA in Bergamo and sampled two varieties directly from farmers (Millo Corvo in Spain and Nero Spinoso at Esine) (Fig. 1). With the aim to preserve and to standardize, from the genetic point of view, the material stored in the gene bank of the University of Milan we performed three cycles of massal selection (2014, 2015 and 2016). We sowed 200 plants for each genotype and among them in every agronomic season we selected the best 15 phenotypes. From them we collected pollen to perform sib pool pollination using paper bags, maintaining it in isolation to avoid cross contamination (Fig. 2). During the harvest season we selected the 40 best ears both for yield and phenotype and bulked their grains, storing all these varieties in the germplasm bank at 4 °C and 30% of moisture.

At the end of the selection’s process, in 2017, the seeds obtained from about 70 ears of each variety were shelled and mixed to create a single bulk which was used for the determination of nutritional value. The protein quantification indicated that the protein amount in traditional varieties is higher (10.65 % ± 1.18) than in modern hybrids (9.48 % ± 0.93) with the highest value in Spinato di Gandino (12.98 % ± 0.19), Nostrano dell’Isla (12.35 % ± 0.19) and Cinquantone (12.35 % ± 0.27) (Fig. 3A). These results confirm the data from Berta et al (2014) that reported a higher protein content in the Italian variety Ostiglia (9.5 g 100 g−1). Calorific values for different substances and biomasses are well known. For example, wood and cereal straw range from 17 to 19 KJ/g−1 and wheat grain is around 17 KJ/g−1 (FAO, 2014; Panzeri et al., 2011). Panzeri et al. (2011) found that among the genotypes expressing normal seed phenotypes, the highest calorific values was in ‘Scagliolo’ that is a traditional population selected for human nutritional purposes. Analysing our data we can confirm this thesis, as we found the highest values in ancient varieties (19052 J/g−1 ± 156.6) with the best performances of Storo (19334 J/g−1 ± 31.51) and Cinquantino (19326 J/g−1 ± 22.47) (Fig. 3B). Oil is confined for the major part in the germ, about 85% of the total kernel oil; the rest is contained in the endosperm. Normal maize provides around 2-6% oil, but some high-oil maize contain more than 6% oil providing a valuable product because of its low levels of saturated fatty acid (i.e. 11% palmitic acid and 2% stearic acid) (Lambert et al., 1997). Corn oil is
also recognized as an excellent source of tocopherols that are important antioxidants and a source of Vitamin E (Dormann 2003). Screening our traditional varieties we saw that also for this parameter the average value (5.81% ± 0.98) is higher than in B73/MO17 hybrid (Fig. 3C). Also in this case Spinato di Gandino gave the best performances (7.22% ± 0.14). These results are in agreement with those found from Panzeri et al. (2011), proving that traditional varieties could be a valuable source of genetic variation to increase oil in the kernel and that Spinato di Gandino could be considered as a high oil variety. It’s well known that also seed weight is an important parameter for the milling industry; in fact maize is dry milled to obtain grit, meal and flour and wet milled to produce starch and other valuable

Figure 3C. Main results of bromatological analysis performed on maize flour: Oil (C). Data regarding, B73/Mo17, DK 440, PR 33A46, NK HELEN controls varieties are taken from Panzeri et al. 2011. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tukey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).

Figure 3D. Main results of bromatological analysis performed on maize flour: Dry Seed Weight (D). Data regarding, B73/Mo17, DK 440, PR 33A46, NK HELEN controls varieties are taken from Panzeri et al. 2011. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tukey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).
by-products such as gluten, germ and bran. From this point of view the best varieties are: Bianco Perla (0.36 g ± 0.05), Spinato di Gandino (0.33 g ± 0.02) and Ottofile Tortonese (0.33 g ± 0.04) (Fig. 3D). Spinato di Gandino is among the best varieties also for the total phosphorus (4.58 mg g⁻¹ ±0.13) (Fig. 4A). In poor countries free phosphorus deficiencies are a relevant topic, for this reason a geneticist’s goal is the reduction in phytic acid content in seeds and the corresponding increase in the level of free phosphorus (Cerino et al., 2010). We analysed the traditional varieties for the free phosphorus, looking for varieties that naturally accumulate high amounts of this element, finding the highest concentration in Storo (0.28 mg g⁻¹ ±0.01)(Fig. 4B). Storo proves to be a good variety also for a bio-fortification purpose regarding carotenoids amount in

**Figure 4C.** Mineral Nutrient and Trace Element Content Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS): Carotenoids (C). Analysis performed on maize flour. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tuckey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).

**Figure 4D.** Mineral Nutrient and Trace Element Content Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS): Ca (D). Analysis performed on maize flour. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tuckey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).

**Figure 4E.** Mineral Nutrient and Trace Element Content Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS): Fe (E). Analysis performed on maize flour. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tuckey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).

**Figure 4F.** Mineral Nutrient and Trace Element Content Determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS): Zn (F). Analysis performed on maize flour. Division in homogenous groups is the result of the Tuckey test, performed as a post hoc test after one way Anova (p = 0.05).
The kernel (33.95 µg g\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 4C), in fact, it is known that globally one third of preschool-age children and 15% of pregnant women are estimated to be vitamin A deficient (Sommer 1982; WHO 2009). Calcium, like zinc, is an important cofactor and molecular signal and is essential in the blood coagulation cascade (Relea et al., 1995). Cinquantone (53.98 µg g\(^{-1}\) ± 1.73), Bianco Vitreo (56.23 µg g\(^{-1}\) ± 1.15) and Marano (58.65 µg g\(^{-1}\) ± 2.81) respectively gave the best results for what concern this element exceeding B73/Mo17 (41.46 µg g\(^{-1}\) ± 2.66) (Fig. 4D). Maize presents a broad natural variation for kernel carotenoids, with the best genotypes accumulating 66.0 µg g\(^{-1}\) (Harjes et al., 2008). Moreover, we found a significant negative relation between embryo’s dimensions and carotenoids content (R = -0.697; P < 0.05) (Fig. 5B) finding that white varieties have bigger embryo than yellow ones, supporting the thesis of a strong selection of white varieties for human consumption (Cantaluppi et al. 2017). Several cycles of selection of white varieties, for high oil and calorific value, provoked an increase of embryo’s dimensions. In developing countries also mineral malnutrition is an important topic in particular iron deficiency is the most common and widespread nutritional disorder in the world. Iron deficiency can retard mental development and learning capacity and impair physical growth (Bouis 2002). Among our varieties Nostrano dell’Isola has the highest amount of iron (31.05 µg g\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 4E); even overtaking the common hybrid B73/Mo17 (22.93 µg g\(^{-1}\) ±0.57) and showing to be a valuable source for a breeding program pointed towards an iron increase. Deficiency of zinc, likewise iron one, lowers the intestinal absorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins including retinol (Ahn and Koo 1995). Maize contains an average of 20 µg g\(^{-1}\) zinc, corresponding to approximately 40% of the requirement for non-pregnant women and infants after breast feeding (Cakmak, 2008). Among the varieties in our study Cinquantone (36.53 µg g\(^{-1}\)) (Fig. 4F) gave the highest amounts of zinc being the candidate variety for future breeding programs. Moreover in our study we found a significant correlation between iron and zinc in the kernel (R = 0.581; P < 0.05) (Fig. 5A), we could therefore imagine simultaneous increases of both elements in a breeding activity pointed to increase mineral amount in the grain. This result is in agreement with Welch and Graham 2002 who found a tight correlation between iron and zinc concentration in wheat. Calcium, like zinc, is an important cofactor and molecular signal and is essential in the blood coagulation cascade (Relea et al., 1995). Cinquantone (53.98 µg g\(^{-1}\) ±1.73), Bianco Vitreo (56.23 µg g\(^{-1}\) ± 1.15) and Marano (58.65 µg g\(^{-1}\) ±2.81) respectively gave the best results for what concern this element exceeding B73/Mo17 (41.46 µg g\(^{-1}\) ±2.66).

In conclusion, we demonstrated, from a nutritional point of view, that traditional varieties could be used in breeding programs aimed to bio-fortify maize for different important nutritional elements. From these varieties it could be possible to start a bio-fortification program aimed to obtain new synthesis populations with high nutritional value. The aim of these actions will be oriented to: i) a reduction of nutrient deficiencies in poor countries with a program of participatory plant breeding, and ii) an increase of the added value...
of the final products by increasing their nutritional characteristics.
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